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T
he Federal Circuit's recent decision in
Festa Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinsoku:Kogyo
Kabushiki Co., 234 E3d 558, 56

USPQ2d 1865 (Fed.Cir; 2000) is viewed by
many as having an immediate impact on all
pending U.S. patent applications. Most
notably, the decision seems to virtually elimi
nate any scope of equivalents for amended
claim elements.

Commentators on the Festa decision have
been quick to point out the need to review
patent drafting and prosecution in light of the
decision. For instance, it has been suggested
that thorough prior art searches and. thorough
analysis of the known prior art could he help
ful in drafting around all known prior alt. 1

The addition of more independent claims, and
the addition of more narrowly drafted claims,
have also been proposed. These approaches
are meant to reduce the likelihood the
Examiner will reject a claim, and so reduce'
the likelihood that a range of equivalents will
be lost due to a claim amendment.

While these approaches should he consid
ered, these approaches may not be practical
in every case. For instance, it may not be
practical to do an exhaustive prior art search
for each and every filed patent application.
Without unlimited time, employee resources,
and/or financial resources, one may be forced
to balance available resources spent on the
search in view of the potential value of inven
tion rights.

further; even when a seemingly exhaustive
prior art search and analysis is conducted,
there can be problems down the road. No mat
ter how thorough a search is conducted, it is
still possible the Examiner will find a more
pertinent reference. 01; the Examiner may
interpret a reference cited by the' Applicant in
manner different from the interpretation of the
Applicant's attorney.
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Worse still, the Examiner may believe he
or she has found a more pertinent reference,
and reject the claim on the basis of 'prior 'art

that is (at least in the attorney's view) clearly
not on point, or even completely irrelevant.
Depending all the circumstances, it may not
be practical (again, time/cost constraints vs
invention value) to go to appeal to overcome
an unreasonable examiner; and claim amend
ment may be a necessary evil.

So, while it makes sense to do what is pos
sible to avoid amending claims in light of
Festa, it is probably prudent to assume the
worst... that-you may have to amend claims
despite your best laid plans. In that spirit, the
following suggestions are offered for reducing
the Festa effect. An added side benefit to
some of the f~ilowing suggestions is that
broader claims may actually result, even if
no amendment is ultimately required.

SPLITTING CLAIM RANGES
Most any invention can be described with

claims including ranges. Chemical claims can
include composition ranges. Mechanical
claims can include component property
ranges (e.g. dimensional, relative strength),
motion ranges, functional ranges, and the
like. Electrical/electronic claims can include
ranges, such as for voltage, current, and resis
tance. Similarly, method claims often include
ranges, such as those directed to temperature,
pressure, and time. Virtually any invention,
including those related to business methods
and software, can be described in terms of
ranges.

Atypical claim including a range (albeit
simplistic in the example below) could be:

A composition comprising between x%
and y% of element A.

This is a common method of reciting a range.
However, it may not be the best approach. H,
after Festo, the range "between x% and y%"
is amended, what is the result? Is equivalents
for the entire range lost? What if the most per
tinent 'prior art only addresses the upper
bound, or only the lower bound? (Sound
familiar? Consider Warner Jenkinson Co. v.
Hilton Davis Chemical c«, 520 US 17, 41
USPQ2d 1865 (1997)). What if, based on tbe
prosecution history, it is notcompletely clear
that amendment was made to address only
one end of the claim range? Surely, if there is
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;h~t ~~i~~;n~~-i~~, -th~- ~Jt-i~e r~~ge was ~r-
!

rendered by amendment. t
To help reduce the rahge of equivalents

lost by amendment, consider eliminating at
least some of the potential uncertainty by
splitting up the range as f~llows:

A .. fcomposition: f
s

the composition comprising at least x%
of element A;and I

I
the composition comprising no more

"\
than y% of element A' I;

The claim with a split ra~ge 'clearly sets out
two limits. The prosecutibn ihiatory will be
clear with respect to what~art or parts of the
range were amended. Argtiably, if one limit is
amended, equivalents fori the other limit is
retained in full. ~

But there is an additiorlal advantage to the

split range version, even.*you never amend
the claim. The split rangejformat, when used
in drafting, can lead to broader claims. This
is because the split formarlbegs the question:
" Do I need both limits to (overcome the prior

'!

art? " When an inventor/attorney reviews a
claim with the "between'l range, he or she
might easily assume the] upper and, lower

!
bounds are needed/desired.. On the other
hand, the split range form~t is more likely to
make a drafter or reviewedexplicitly consider
if both limits are truly n~eded. Sometimes,
one limitation could he brdadened, or may not
be needed at all. .i

~
AVOID "RUN·ON" CLAIMS

A "Run-On" claim carl he described as a
claim with no clear separation of claim ele
ments and/or claim limitations. Consider the
following claim: ~

A layered coating ·ap~lied to a metallic
substrate without suhstantialiy any resulting
loss in fatigue properties of the substrate
which comprises a first dhctile layer on the
substrate comprising a ~etal selected from
the noble metal group of elements; and a sec
ond erosion-resistant laye~' on the first layer
comprising a hard material formed .of a
boride, carbide, nitride 0): oxide of a metal
selected from Group III Ito: Group VI ele
ments; wherein the thickness of the first layer
ranges from about 0.1 torbout 1.5 mils and
the thickness of the second layer ranges from
about 0.2 to about 2.5 milt

The above claim could be rewritten in a
s

clearer, more structured fohn, such as:
f

A coating applied to ~ metallic sub-
strate, the coating comprising:

ta first layer disposed on the sub-
strate; and f

s
a second layer dispceed on the first
layer;
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properties of the substrate;

wherein the first layer is a relatively
ductile layer;

wherein the first layer comprises a
material formed of a metal selected
from the noble metal

group of elements;

wherein the second layer is a rela
tively erosion-resistant layer;

wherein the second layer comprises
a material formed of a boride, car
bide, nitride or oxide of a metal
selected from Group III to Group VI
elements;

wherein the thickness of the first
layer is at least about 0.1 mils;

wherein the thickness of the first
layer is no more than about 1.5
mils;

wherein thethickness of the second
layer is at least about 0.2 mils; and

wherein the thickness of the second
layer is no more than about 2.5
mils.

Admittedly, the difference in the two claims is
primarily one of form. However, it can be
argued that there are at least two advantages
to the second format over the first format.

First, if the claim in the first format is
amended, there may be a question with
respect to what claim elements/limits the
amendment"extends. This is because it is dif
ficult to determine distinct boundaries
between precise claim limitations in the
claim.

For instance, if the claim limit "ductile" is
amended, does that amendment effect the
scope of equivalents for any of the other char
acteristics of the first layer, such as any
potential equivalents with respect to the metal
composition? With the first format, it might be
easier for an accused infringer to convince a
judge or jury that such an amendment should
limit the scope of equivalents as to all the
characteristics of the first layer. On the other
hand, amendment of the second format should
result in a prosecution history that is clear as
to what was meant to be amended and what
was not meant to be amended.

Second, the first claim format is difficult to
read, despite the fact that it is not very long by
claim length standards. It is easy to imagine
an inventor's or otherreviewer's eyes glazing
over as he or she tries to parse the language of
the first format. As result, the inventors or
reviewers may never ask, "do we really need
all these limitations?" The .second format, on
the other hand, is easier to read, and begs that

might be removed in the broadest crann. As a
result, the final "claim on filing may actually
be broader than the claims as originally
drafted.

For an example of setting out claim ele
ments an,'d claim limitations ill a mechanical
apparatus claim, as compared to a 111l1~on

form, see "Landis on Mechanics of Patent
Claim Dl'afting".2

~~~~~I~~~~SL:~;SO~RE~~~~~~;S
A third approach to avoiding the Festo

Effect involves adding a claim limit or ele
ment, rather than amending a limitation in
response to a rejection. The addition of claim
limits/elements may be preferred over amend
ing a limit~tiol1 in respOl1se to a rejection,
depending on the circumstances.

For instances, for strategy reasons, a rela
tively broad claim may be filed with the hope
that the claim not only protects the client's
business, bitt also provides licensing poten
tial for applications outside the client's busi
ness. Likewise, a specific division of a
multi-division company may file a claim with
sufficient breadth to cover not only the spe
cific division's products, but also applications
in other divisions of the same company. This
can be good strategy. However, if amendment
is later needed in response 'to an examiner's
rejection, it is important to not lose sight of '
the primary claim coverage desired.

For instance, suppose you me the follow
ing claim to cover your client's business, but
you draft it to be broad enough to cover other
potential applications in the client's sister
divisions:

A method of processing an article, the
method comprising the step of associ
ating the article with a solution corn
prising at least about 40% element X.

Assume your client's primary interest is in
repairing automotive components having worn
coatings by stripping the worn coatings with
the composition, that the method is inoperative
below 40% X for your client's applications,
and assume your preferred embodiment is
75%-90% element X.

Next, suppose the above -claim is exam
ined and rejected in view of a reference
teaching stripping contaminants from
machine tools using a solution containing
between 10 and 60% element X, and that the
Examiner is willing to cut a deal and give you
yoUl' broadest claim if amended to recite at
least 75% element X. You could amend the
claim with. respect to the weight percent of
element X, but you would most likely lose any
equivalents because of Festa.
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amend your broadest claim by addingjanother
limitation and/or another step, as follows (as
well as combinations and permutations of the

:\
following): f

r
A method of removing a w0I'!1 pol1ipn of

"an article, the method comprising the
step of associating the article with:a
solution comprising at least aboutt400/0
element X. ~

t
-or- J

A method of removing an article fcoat
ing, the method comprising the s~~p of
associating the article coating ~th. a
solution comprising at least about1400/0
element X. ~

f
i

A method of repairing an, article, the
method comprising the step of: I:

l
A) 'removing a worn portion 6£ the
article by associating the !tic1e

f
with a solution comprising at~ least
about 40% element X; and I

f
B) restoring the portion removed. in
stepA.f

Based on the facts at hand, any' of lhe three
approaches above will, in most cased, provide

. I
more meaningful coverage than thelcoverage
obtained by merely amending the range of X.
The primary point here is that, ~ view of
Festa, your client's business interest's may be

t
better served by overcoming a rej~ction by
adding a claim element or limit rathJ,r than by
amending a limitation to specifically address
the Examiner's rejection. ~

CONCLUSION \
The three suggestions above arejprovided

in the spirit of promoting diecussion and,
hopefully, assistance in claim drafting and
amendment. While one or more of tHe sugges
tions may be in use, in one form or ahotheI; by
practitioners around the country, ~'shaped
the above presentation frames the sJggestions

!
in a new light in view of the Festq decision
and the heightened risk of loss of e<tuivalents
by claim amendment. t
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